
 

 

 
City of Onkaparinga Contemporary Curator Award 2021 
 
About the award 
To foster and support contemporary curatorial practice, the City of Onkaparinga will award 
an emerging or established curator a prize of $1000 in addition to the supported opportunity 
to curate a [GRAFTd] exhibition at Sauerbier House, Port Noarlunga. Participants who 
register as curator in SALA 2021 will be eligible to self-nominate for the award. By applying 
for the award, the curator affirms their availability to curate the SALA exhibition at Sauerbier 
House in 2022.  
 
About Sauerbier House culture exchange  
Established in 2015, Sauerbier House culture exchange is a renovated colonial homestead 
located in the coastal township of Port Noarlunga in South Australia. Sauerbier House 
programs are dedicated to the creation of living cultural dialogues and local creative 
exchanges expressed through contemporary arts practice. The house contains two main 
domestic galleries, grounds and an outside washhouse available to exhibit the 2022 SALA 
exhibition. 
 
About [GRAFTd] 
[GRAFTd] exhibitions run concurrent to the artist in residence program, offering a supported 
professional public platform for emerging and established, local or visiting contemporary 
visual artists, curators, researchers, students or arts collectives to exhibit work, newly 
imagined or previously unseen in South Australia. Exhibitions run between four and six 
weeks and are heralded with a licenced exhibition launch.  It is obligatory that an element of 
community engagement eg; workshop, talk or demonstration will be programmed and 
facilitated by the successful curator or contributing artists during the exhibition period.  
 
SALA 2022 exhibition  
The winner will be contracted to curate a [GRAFTd] exhibition during SALA 2022. To support 
the City’s local arts community the curator is requested to curate Onkaparinga into the 2022 
exhibition the work of at least one artist who resides (permanent or part time) within from 
the city boundaries. The exhibition will be installed within both internal gallery spaces at 
Sauerbier House with the Wash House and garden optionally available. Exhibition dates for 
2022 SALA exhibition are 6 August – 17 September. A licenced exhibition launch will be held 
on Saturday 6 August between 2-4pm with simple catering provided. Curator and/or 
represented artists are requested to gallery sit the exhibition at least twice on a Saturday 1- 
4 pm during the exhibition.  
 
Support  
The winner will receive $2000 in material/artist support fee to assist with the generation of a 
successful and cohesively curated exhibition. The successful curator will be provided with 
contract outlining the terms and conditions of engagement following the conclusion of SALA 
2021. Material/artist support is paid by schedule following contract signing.   
 
The successful winner will also be provided with the following in-kind support  

• SALA 2022 registration and community event listing  



• Professional support from Sauerbier House staff including artist contracts  
• Exhibition space and gallery support for six weeks including licenced launch  
• Promotion of exhibition – across print and electronic platforms  

• Additional fees will be paid to curator or participating artist/s to facilitate community 
engement workshop. (T &C apply) 

 
Judging  

Shortlisted curators will be selected by Onkaparinga Arts staff on the following; 
a) strength of application with consideration given to the curators’ thematic 
selection, choice of venue, artist/s, disciplines and the overall conceptual rigour of 
proposal.   

• The winner will be judged and selected following on-site visitations to the shortlisted 
exhibition/s by the Sauerbier House Reference Group (SH.RG).  

• Consideration will be given to the curators’ ability to realise the proposed exhibition/s 
as outlined in the initial application.  

 
Note: The winning curator will be required to provide the Sauerbier House coordinator a 
summarising project statement outlining 2022 project (max 120 words) including working 
title, names of any confirmed contributing artists, and indicative signature image (and 
attribution) by 1 October 2021 for inclusion in the 2022 Port Noarlunga Arts Precinct 
program. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


